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The right technology tools 
can help propel smaller 
businesses to new levels 
of success.  However, 
here we are in the 21st 
century, still complaining 
about technology that is 
too complicated, too 
expensive, or too risky to 
be of real help to the small 
businesses that need it 
most.  Sprint recently took 
on this challenge and 
created an offering 
tailored to directly address 
the unique requirements 
of smaller firms.

Small businesses face the 
same basic challenges to survival that large enterprises do.  They need to maximize revenues, decrease costs, and improve employee 
productivity.  They must effectively hunt down new business opportunities.  And, with their extremely tight budgets, they have to find a way 
to do all of this while keeping exposure to risk at a minimum.
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Living on the Edge: Technology Challenges Intensify for Small Businesses 
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When technology isn’t user-friendly or 
particularly understandable or just doesn’t 
seem to meet the needs of the smaller 
business, then their owners often end up 
following the path of least resistance.  They 
wait until a bad situation becomes unbearable 
and then cobble together a collection of 
technology tools that never work all that well 
together … and rarely provide exactly the 
solution needed.

This ad-hoc approach is especially risky in the 
area of communications.  As today’s 
technological choices continue to expand on 
an almost exponential basis, businesses can 
quickly find themselves dealing with the 
following: 

	 •	 Multiple device types

	 •	 Multiple, non-integrated cloud applications

	 •	 Multiple service and support contact points 

	 •	 Voids in capabilities

	 •	 Nonexistent training

	 •	 No ability to share information or collaborate with fellow employees, business partners or clients

	 •	 No scalability
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Savvy technology vendors are paying increased attention to the communications needs of smaller businesses.  Their 
emphasis is on providing solutions that are:

•	 Straightforward – solves the problem without inflicting unnecessary bells and whistles.

•	 Easy to use – for even the least tech-savvy worker. 

•	 Affordable – recognizes that small business budgets are very tight.

•	 Scalable – understands that flexibility is required.

Microsoft has stepped up with Office 365, a package of four components which work in tandem to enable 
employee collaboration and increase employee productivity – whether workers are in the office or on the go. 5
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Step One:  Realigning Technology to Meet Small Business Needs



•  Public'website'and'design'tool'with'ready4to4use'site'templates'
•  Private'team'site'for'working'with'colleagues,'partners'and'customers'
•  Save'Office'documents'online'and'work'together'on'a'single'file'
•  Share'Access'databases'online'with'colleagues'and'partners'
•  Sync'documents'off4line'with'Outlook'or'SharePoint'Workspace''
•  Share'private'sites'with'up'to'50'external'users'per'month'
•  Add'a'custom'domain'to'both'public'and'private'sites'
•  10GB'of'storage'+'500MB'per'addiJonal'user'

•  Rich'presence'tells'you'when'co4workers'are'online'and'available'
•  Instant'messaging'plus'PC4to4PC'audio/video'calling''
•  Click4to4communicate'from'Outlook,'SharePoint,'and'other'Office'Apps'
•  Online'meeJngs'and'presentaJons'with'up'to'50'aOendees,'using'PC4audio,'

video'conferencing,'desktop'and'applicaJon'sharing,'
•  Invite'external'contacts'to'easily'join'online'meeJngs'via'the'browser'
•  Easily'create'or'join'an'online'meeJng'from'Outlook'with'a'single'click'
•  Communicate'with'other'users'of'Lync'and'Windows'Live'Messenger'

•  View'and'make'light'edits'to'Word,'Excel,'PowerPoint,'and'OneNote'
documents'within'most'popular'browsers'

•  Simultaneously'edit'Excel'spreadsheets'and'OneNote'notebooks'with'others'in'
real4Jme'and'see'who'else'is'viewing'or'ediJng'the'document'

•  High4fidelity'viewing'of'Office'documents'in'the'browser'with'no'data'or'
formaVng'loss'during'transfer'between'PC'and'browser'

•  Familiar'ribbon'interface'makes'ediJng'in'the'browser'look'just'like'it'does'on'
the'PC'

•  Email,'calendar,'and'contacts'synced'across'PC,'phone,'and'browser'
•  Powerful'tools'for'managing'email,'calendar,'and'contacts'
•  25GB'mailbox'plus'up'to'25MB'email'aOachments'
•  Outlook'Web'App'offers'familiar'Outlook'experience'in'the'browser'
•  Premium'anJ4virus'and'anJ4spam'protecJon''
•  Shared'calendars,'contacts,'and'tasks'
•  Support'for'most'mobile'devices,'including'BlackBerry,'iPhone,'Nokia,'

Android,'and'Windows'Phone'
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With its Office 365 solution, Microsoft has bundled together the capabilities that allow smaller businesses to communicate, collaborate, and 
compete effectively.  Each component is tightly integrated within the package, driving not only optimal performance but also ease-of-use 
for the worker.  

The package can be entirely cloud-based, meaning minimal administrative headaches and expense for the business owner.  Or, if preferred, 
the downloadable desktop software can be purchased outright.  

For small businesses, however, good technology is only a good start.  
Technology alone is not enough.    
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Step Two:  The Value-Add of Sprint
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Each year, Frost & Sullivan conducts a survey of mobile and 
wireless decision-makers in North America.  When smaller 
businesses rank the criteria they use to evaluate a potential 
mobility partner, they cite cost of doing business, post-sale 
service and support capability, professional services 
capabilities, and brand reputation as top selection factors.
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These results represent a cold, hard truth for those wanting to sell 
to smaller businesses. When implementing communications 
technology, a good product alone is not enough to address the 
unique needs of the small business sector. 



Important elements to consider when choosing a 
communications services provider:

Sprint has taken a best-in-class communications product—the 
Microsoft Office 365 bundle—and made it even more compelling 
by adding the surrounding services that small businesses crave.  
The result is a comprehensive, but not complex, communications 
solution that directly addresses small business needs:

•	 Free* “Carefree Cloud” white-glove migration and 
onboarding assistance ensures a smooth, hassle-free 
deployment.

•	 Post-sale 24 X 7 technical support is included at no cost, 
with advanced tech support options available for an additional 
fee.

•	 The service is cloud-based, with no need for on-premise 
servers.

•	 Device independence (Sprint and non-Sprint PC and Mac® 
desktops, laptops, tablets and smartphones) allows access from 
virtually anywhere.

•	 The business’s wireless carrier can be Sprint or someone 
else.

•	 One support team and one billing party translate into 
reduced paperwork and easy administration.

•        Pay-as-you-go monthly pricing provides flexibility and 
savings.
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The comprehensive communications solution that Sprint has 
created with Office 365 addresses the challenges to survival 
that smaller businesses face each day.  

•	 The collaboration and sharing tools enable increased 
employee productivity and can lay the groundwork for 
impressing both current and prospective customers.

•	 Expense is kept to a minimum with affordable monthly 
per-user pricing.  Capital expenditures are avoided because the 
service is cloud-based.  

•	 Simply reducing the amount of paperwork that flies from 
one desk to another can result in a fast return on investment.

•	 And the high level of Sprint support provided before, during 
and after deployment reduces unnecessary exposure to risk.  
In fact, Carefree Cloud service from Sprint was the primary factor 
in Sprint being awarded the Frost & Sullivan 2012 Customer Value 
Enhancement Award in mobile communications and 
collaboration. Frost & Sullivan survey research repeatedly identifies the wireless 

carrier as small business’s most trusted partner for mobility 
needs.  Sprint demonstrates why - by stepping up to simplify the 
purchase, deployment, and ongoing support of a key 
communications solution.
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ABOUT FROST & SULLIVAN:
Frost & Sullivan, the Growth Partnership Company, works in collaboration with clients to leverage visionary innovation 
that addresses the global challenges and related growth opportunities that will make or break today’s market 
participants. For more than 50 years, we have been developing growth strategies for the Global 1000, emerging 
businesses, the public sector and the investment community. Is your organization prepared for the next profound 
wave of industry convergence, disruptive technologies, increasing competitive intensity, Mega Trends, breakthrough 
best practices, changing customer dynamics and emerging economies? 
Contact Us: Start the Discussion

For information regarding permission, write:
Frost & Sullivan
331 E. Evelyn Ave. Suite 100
Mountain View, CA 94041

For more information: 

In Depth White Paper

Full Length Video

Sprint Website

Frost & Sullivan Website

http://www.sprint.com/global/pdf/business/ms_office_365_whitepaper.pdf
http://www.sprint.com/global/pdf/business/ms_office_365_whitepaper.pdf
http://vimeo.com/frostsullivan/review/55788377/df1a0888c3
http://vimeo.com/frostsullivan/review/55788377/df1a0888c3
http://www.sprint.com/office365
http://www.sprint.com/office365
http://bit.ly/Yrf6Rg
http://bit.ly/Yrf6Rg

